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Abstract
We show that H∗(GLn(Z[ 13 ;
3
p
1]; F3) is a free H∗(BGLn(Ctop); F3)-module for n=2; but not
for n  27, proving a conjecture of Quillen at the prime 3 for n=2 and disproving the same
conjecture for n  27. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 19
1. Introduction
The goal of this article is to study the mod 3 cohomology of the discrete group
GLn(Z[ 13 ;
3
p
1]). The motivation for this study is a conjecture made by Quillen. Namely,
let l be a prime number and let A be the ring of S-integers in a number eld containing
a primitive lth root of unity, and assume that l is a unit in A. Then we have the
following:
Quillen's Conjecture (Quillen [18, p. 591]). H(BGLn(A); Fl) is a free module over
the ring H(BGLn(Ctop); Fl).
Here, the module structure is induced by an arbitrary imbedding of the ring A in the
eld C of complex numbers, and GLn(Ctop) denotes the topological group GLn(C).
It is known that H(BGLn(Z[ 12 ]); F2) satises this conjecture for n=2 [17] and n=3
[11] but not for n  32 [6]. 2 We show as a result of our study that
Theorem 1.1. H(BGLn(Z[ 13 ;
3
p
1]); F3) satises Quillen’s conjecture for n=2; but not
for n  27.
1 Also at: Institute of Mathematics of the Romanian Academy, Bucharest, Romania.
2 n  32 was \improved" to n  14 by Henn and Lannes.
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To be more precise, choose a primitive third root of unity = 3
p
1 in C, and let A
denote the subring Z[ 13 ; ] of C, xed throughout the entire article. Let Dn(A) be the
group of diagonal matrices in GLn(A) and n :BDn(A)!BGLn(A) the classifying space
map induced by the inclusion of Dn(A) in GLn(A). Then, according to Henn{Lannes{
Schwartz [13, p. 51], Quillen’s conjecture implies that H(BGLn(A); Fl) is \detected
on the diagonal matrices", i.e. the induced map
n :H
(BGLn(A); Fl)!H(BDn(A); Fl)
is a monomorphism. In this context, the second part of Theorem 1.1 follows imme-
diately from
Theorem 1.2. H(BGLn(A); F3) is not detected on the diagonal matrices for n  27.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows almost the same pattern as in [6]; in particular,
it depends on an explicit calculation in the case n=2:
Theorem 1.3. H(BGL2(A); F3)  P(c2; c4)⊗(e1; e3)⊗(e01; e03).
Here, the indices of the generators give their cohomological degrees and P,  denotes
the polynomial, exterior algebra over the eld F3 with three elements.
In the course of proving Theorem 1.2 we show how to deduce the rst part of
Theorem 1.1 as well (see Lemma 3.2, proof of step 2).
The minimum value of n for which n fails to be injective is unknown. We also
point out that for n  27, the problem of nding explicit elements in the kernel of n
still remains open.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct a homotopy bre
square (2.5) in order to study the etale approximation to BGLn(A) at the prime 3. In
Section 3, we use Theorem 1.3 to show that if n is injective, then the mod 3 cohomo-
logy of BGLn(A) is bounded from above by the cohomology of its etale approximation.
Then we combine this result with the homotopy bre square (2.5) in order to prove
Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we prove two lemmas needed in Section 3. Theorem 1.3
remains to be proven. In Section 5, we prove this theorem for high dimensions based
on a theorem of Brown [5], while the proof for low dimensions is given in Section 6,
using a complex constructed by Alperin [1] and a theorem of Henn [12].
The author is very grateful to William Dwyer for his guidance and also to Avner
Ash for pointing out Alperin’s complex to him.
Note: For the rest of this article let k denote F3. Also, let H(−) denote H(−; F3)
whenever it is not otherwise stated, and the same goes for H(−).
2. A homotopy bre square
We approach the mod 3 cohomology of BGLn(A) by \approximating" this space at
the prime 3. In order to do this we start with a diagram (2.1) of rings involving the
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ring A itself, and after recalling the concepts of \etale topological type" and \etale
approximation", we construct from diagram (2.1), a diagram (2.5) of simplicial sets,
involving the etale approximation to BGLn(A). The main goal of this section is to show
that diagram (2.5) is a homotopy bre square.
2.1. A commutative diagram
It is elementary to show that the ring A is a euclidean domain and that in this ring,
the prime 7 splits as a product p1p2 of two conjugate primes. This decomposition
leads to a commutative diagram of rings and ring homomorphisms:
A
f2−−−−−! A^p2
f1
?????y
?????y
A^p1 −−−−−! C
(2.1)
Here A^p is the p-adic completion of A with respect to the prime p=p1 or p2 and
we label the primes p1, p2 in such a way that fi composed with the canonical
map from A^pi to its residual eld F7 induces a group homomorphism A! F7 sending
 7! 2mod 7 for i=1 and  7! 4mod 7 for i=2. The maps A^pi!C are abstract em-
beddings of A^pi in C making the diagram commutative (e.g. by standard eld theory
we can extend the inclusion of A in C to an embedding of A^p in C).
Also, from the Dirichlet Unit Theorem, for instance, we can see that the multiplica-
tive group A of invertible elements in A is a direct product of cyclic groups
A= h−1i hi h1− i; (2.2)
where the generators are indicated in brackets \h i". Similarly, we have [20, p. 74]
A^

p = F7  pro p-group: (2.3)
2.2. Etale topological type of A
Recall that a simplicial object in a category C is a contravariant functor from the
category  of standard simplices n= f0; 1; 2; : : : ; ng, n  0 to C. The opposite category
of commutative rings with identity can be enlarged to the category of schemes (as
dened in [10, p. 74]) and then to the category of simplicial schemes. For instance, a
commutative ring B can be regarded as an ane scheme X =Spec(B) and a scheme
X as a simplicial scheme sending n to X and all maps n!m to the identity map of
X (the constant functor). In this way, diagram (2.1) with the arrows reversed can be
regarded in the category of locally noetherian simplicial schemes, which is the domain
of the \etale topological type" functor ( ) et (as dened in [9, p. 36]).
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The target of this (covariant) functor is the category of pro-simplicial sets, which
can be regarded as a generalization of the category of CW-complexes.
( ) et : flocally noetherian simplicial schemesg!fpro-simplicial setsg:
Recall that a pro-object in a category C is a functor from a (small) left ltering
category to C [4, III, 8.1].
Applying ( ) et to diagram (2.1) we get the following commutative diagram:
pt−−−−−! (C) et −−−−−! (A^p2 ) et?????y
?????y
(A^p1 ) et −−−−−! (A) et
(2.4)
where \pt" is a point and pt! (C) et is a homotopy equivalence [9, 4.5; 2, pp. 115,
125]. From this diagram we have
Proposition 2.1. The map
(f1) et _ (f2) et : (A^p1 ) et _ (A^p2 ) et! (A) et
given by diagram (2.4) induces an isomorphism on mod 3 cohomology.
Proof. For any noetherian ring B we have a natural isomorphism
H((B) et)  Het(Spec(B); k)
[9, p. 49] where Het is the etale cohomology (dened as in [16, p. 84]), and k is the
constant sheaf. Because Hqet(Spec(B); k)= 0 if B=A or A^p and q  2 [15], we can
use the following short exact sequence [16, 4.11]:
1!B=(B)3!H 1et(Spec(B); k)! 3-torsion of Pic(B)! 0
to conclude the proof.
Indeed, Pic(B)= 0 if B=A or A^p (being principal ideal domains), and B=(B)3 is
generated by  and 1 −  if B=A, and by 3mod 7 if B= A^p, according to (2.2) and
(2.3). Using these generators, we nd out that the induced map
H 1((A) et)!H 1((A^p1 ) et _ (A^p2 ) et)  H 1((A^p1 ) et) H 1((A^p2 ) et)
can be identied by naturality with an automorphism of the vector space k  k given
by the invertible matrix
(2 0
1 1

(see also Section 2.1).
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2.3. Etale approximations to BGLn(A) and BSLn(A)
We will detect some of the mod 3 cohomology of BGLn(A) and BSLn(A) by
\approximating" these spaces at the prime 3. However, rst let us recall some def-
initions.
(i) If S!V  T is a diagram of simplicial sets or simplicial schemes, then Hom
(S; T )V is the simplicial set sending n to the set of natural transformations S ⊗[n]! T
over V . (S ⊗[n] is the simplicial set or simplicial scheme sending m to the disjoint
union of copies of Sm, the image of m via S, indexed by maps m! n in the category ).
Let G be a group scheme over a scheme W and let X be a simplicial scheme
over W .
(ii) BG is the (classifying) simplicial scheme over W sending n to the n-fold bre
product of G with itself over W [9, p. 8]. The \distinguished" point of Hom(X; BG)W
is induced by the section W !G (\identity") of the group scheme G over W , and its
connected component will be denoted by Hom0(X; BG)W .
(iii) [7, p. 250] If X , G, and W are locally noetherian, then
Hom3((X ) et ; (BG) et)(W ) et  ho lim−−!

lim−−!

Hom(S; T)V ;
where fT!Vg is a pro-object of Kan brations naturally associated to the brewise
3-completion of (BG) et over (W ) et and (X ) et is thought of as a pro-simplicial set
sending each object  of a left ltering category to S.
(iv) [7, p. 250] If X , G, and W are locally noetherian, then there exists a natural
map
Hom(X; BG)W !Hom3((X ) et ; (BG) et)(W ) et :
The connected component that contains the image of the distinguished point dened
in (ii) will be denoted by
Hom03((X ) et ; (BG) et)(W ) et :
Let R=Z[ 13 ] and let B be any noetherian R-algebra. The simplicial set Hom
0
3((B) et ;
(BG) et)(R) et will be denoted by Xn(B) if G=GLn;R, and by Yn(B) if G= SLn;R. (GLn;R is
the group scheme over Spec(R) dened by the ring R[xij; 1  i; j  n][t]=(tdet(xij)−1),
and SLn;R is dened by the same ring, but with t=1). Essentially from the denitions,
we have a natural homotopy equivalence
BG(B)!Hom0(Spec(B); BG)Spec(R)
where G can be taken to be GLn;R or SLn;R [7, p. 277]. Composing this map with the
natural map provided by (iv) we get a natural transformation
n :BGLn(B)!Xn(B) or  n :BSLn(B)! Yn(B):
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Denition. The pairs (n; Xn(B)) and ( n; Yn(B)) are called \etale approximations" at
the prime 3 to BGLn(B) and BSLn(B), respectively.
Because the etale approximations are functorial, diagram (2.1) gives rise to a com-
mutative diagram of simplicial sets
Xn(A) −−−−−! Xn(A^p2 )?????y
?????y
Xn(A^p1 ) −−−−−! Xn(C)
(2.5)
Now, we prove that this diagram is a homotopy bre square. In order to do this,
we need the following:
Proposition 2.2 (Dwyer [6, 2.7]). Let B be a noetherian R-algebra containing  and
let U! (B) et be a map of pro-simplicial sets which induces an isomorphism on mod 3
cohomology. Then the induced map
Xn(B)!Hom03(U; (BGLn;R) et)(R) et
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Using this proposition, the idea is to show that diagram (2.5) can be obtained
up to homotopy by applying Hom03(−; (BGLn;R) et)(R) et to the diagram:
pt −−−−−! S1?????y
?????y
S1 −−−−−! S1 _ S1
(2.6)
Because the one-dimensional sphere S1 is a trivial pro-simplicial set, the lim−−! in
denition (iii) of Section 2.3 can be ignored. Hence diagram (2.6) gives rise to a
homotopy bre square and the proof is done.
Indeed, observe that A^p being a complete discrete valuation ring, the canonical map
from A^p to its residual eld F7 induces a homotopy equivalence [9, 4.5; 2, pp. 115,
125]
(F7) et! (A^p) et : (2.7)
Also, S1 can be mapped into (F7) et isomorphically on mod 3 cohomology (e.g. by
sending the generator of 1(S1) to the Frobenius element of 1((F7) et), [8, 3.2]).
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In this way, diagram (2.6) can be mapped into diagram (2.4) by maps compatible
with both diagrams and such that:
(a) pt! (C) et is a homotopy equivalence;
(b) S1! (A^p) et is an isomorphism on mod 3 cohomology;
(c) S1 _ S1! (A) et is an isomorphism on mod 3 cohomology by (b) and by Propo-
sition 2.1.
Applying Hom03(−; (BGLn;R) et)(R) et to these maps and using Proposition 2.2 we get
homotopy equivalences via which diagram (2.5) can be replaced by a homotopy bre
square as it was stated.
Proposition 2.3. There are natural homotopy equivalences of k-complete simplicial
sets
k1BGLn(F7)!Xn(A^p);
k1BGLn(Ctop)!Xn(C):
Also, if n :BGLn(A)!Xn(A) induces an isomorphism on mod 3 cohomology then
it induces a homotopy equivalence
k1BGLn(A)!Xn(A):
Here, k1X means the k-completion of the simplicial set X in the sense of [4].
Proof. The map (a) from the previous proof and the homotopy equivalence (2.7)
induce homotopy equivalences
Xn(A^p)!Xn(F7) and Xn(C)!Hom03(pt; (BGLn;R) et)(R) et Xn(pt)
by Proposition 2.2. Also, there are natural homotopy equivalences
k1BGLn(F7)!Xn(F7) and k1BGLn(Ctop) k1BGLn(F7)!Xn(pt)
by [6, 2.10, 2.11; 9, 12.4], where F7 denotes the algebraic closure of F7. Because
BGLn(Ctop) is simply connected, k1BGLn(Ctop) is k-complete [4, VII, 5.1]. Using
[9, 12.2], we have a homotopy bre square
k1BGLn(F7) −−−−−! k1BGLn(Ctop)?????y
?????y
k1BGLn(Ctop) −−−−−! k1(BGLn(Ctop))2
(2.8)
According to [4, II, 5.3] k1 applied to this square yields another homotopy bre square
k1(2.8). Therefore, we may choose a map (2.8)! k1(2.8) between squares with the
map on the upper left corner dened as k1BGLn(F7)! k1k1BGLn(F7) and the map
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on the other corners to be identity. Hence, k1BGLn(F7) is k-complete. In this way,
we conclude the rst part of Proposition 2.3.
In order to prove the second part, we apply k1 to the homotopy bre square (2.5)
to conclude as before that Xn(A) is k-complete and use [4, I, Section 5].
Remark 2.4. In the same way, we can show that the similar commutative diagram:
Yn(A) −−−−−! Yn(A^p2 )?????y
?????y
Yn(A^p1 ) −−−−−! Yn(C)
is a homotopy bre square.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
It is known that HXn(A) is a lower bound for HBGLn(A), [8], and we show that
if n is injective, then it is an upper bound as well. But rst, let us compute H
Xn(A).
3.1. An Eilenberg{Moore spectral sequence (EMSS)
By Proposition 2.3, Xn(C) is simply connected. Hence, the EMSS applied to the
homotopy bre square (2.5):
E−s; r2 = Tor
−r; s
HXn(C)(H
Xn(A^p1 ); H
Xn(A^p2 ))) HXn(A) (3.1)
converges [23].
At this point, we can use Quillen’s computations [19, p. 575] to observe that HBGLn
(F7)P(c2; : : : ; c2n)⊗(e1; : : : ; e2n−1) is a free module over HBGLn(Ctop)P(c2; : : : ;
c2n), the module structure being induced from an embedding F7 !C. (, P and the
subscripts of the generators are explained in the Introduction). Hence, using Proposi-
tion 2.3, we conclude that the spectral sequence (3.1) collapses and
HXn(A)HGLn(F7)⊗HBGLn(Ctop) HGLn(F7)
 P(c2; : : : ; c2n)⊗(e1; : : : ; e2n−1)⊗(e01; : : : ; e02n−1); (3.2)
where the module structures are induced by the embeddings A^pi!C, i=1; 2, in dia-
gram (2.1). Also, by duality, we obtain a monomorphism
 :HXn(A)!HGLn(F7)⊗HGLn(F7) (3.3)
which will be used in Lemma 3.2.
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Remark 3.1. Applying EMSS to the homotopy bre square (2.4) in the case n=2,
we conclude in the same way that
HY2(A)P(c4)⊗(e3)⊗(e03):
In what follows, n is the symmetric group with n elements and if M is a
n-module then Mn is the submodule of n-invariants and Mn is the quotient module
of n-coinvariants.
Studying the induced map
HXn(A)
n−! HBGLn(A) 

n−! (HBDn(A))n ;
we observe an interesting phenomenon.
Lemma 3.2. n and 

n

n have the same image.
This lemma follows at once as soon as we prove
Step 1: If n and 

n

n have the same image for n=2, then they have the same
image for any n.
Step 2: 2 is an isomorphism (and so, 

2 and 

2

2 have the same image).
Proof of Step 1. Consider the composed map
n : (HBDn(A))n
nn−! HXn(A) −! (HGLn(F7))⊗2 (3.4)
as a restriction of the map
t :H
0
@a
n0
BDn(A)
1
A
1
!H
0
@a
n0
Xn(A)
1
A!H
0
@a
n0
BGLn(F7)
1
A
⊗2
; (3.5)
where 1 is the union of all n,  is the monomorphism dened in (3.3), and
‘
means disjoint union. The advantage of this point of view is that t is an algebra
homomorphism, the multiplication being induced from the matrix block multiplication.
If 2 and 

2

2 have the same image, then, by duality, 2 and 22 have the same
kernel, or, equivalently, 2(ker(2))= 0 ( is injective). But we have
Lemma 3.3 (Section 4.1). ker(t) is generated as an ideal by ker(2).
It follows that n(ker(n))= 0 for any n, and again by duality we get Step 1.
Proof of Step 2. According to [8, 6.3] 2 is injective. The fact that it is an isomorphism
follows from the fact that there exists an abstract isomorphism HX2(A)HBGL2(A)
of graded rings which are nite in each dimension. However, by (3.2), this is what
Theorem 1.3 states. Also, 2 being a natural isomorphism, from (3.2) we deduce the
rst part of Theorem 1.1.
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From the homotopy bre square (2.5), we get the homotopy bre square
Map(Bm; Xn(A)) −−−−−! Map(Bm; Xn(A^p2 ))?????y
?????y
Map(Bm; Xn(A^p1 )) −−−−−! Map(Bm; Xn(C))
where Map is the space of unpointed maps and m is the cyclic group of order 3m
with m being any natural number.
Proposition 3.4 (Dwyer [6, 3.5]). The induced map
m; n : [Bm; Xn(A)]! [Bm; Xn(A^p1 )] [Bm; Xn(A^p2 )]
is injective, where \[ , ]" stands for the homotopy classes of unpointed maps.
Proposition 3.5 (Lee [14]). Let  be a group of virtually nite cohomological di-
mension, and let  be a nite 3-group. Then the natural map
Rep(; )! [B; k1B]
is a bijection.
Here, Rep(; ) is the set of conjugacy classes of group homomorphisms !.
Now, suppose that n is injective. Then by Lemma 3.2 it follows that 

n is surjective.
But it is known that n is injective [8, 6.3], so that 

n is an isomorphism. Hence, by
Proposition 2.3 we can naturally identify
[Bm; Xn(A^p)] [Bm; k1BGLn(F7)]
and
[Bm; Xn(A)] [Bm; k1BGLn(A)]:
Moreover, both GLn(F7) and GLn(A) satisfy the niteness condition of Proposition 3.5
[21, p. 124]. Therefore, m; n can be identied with the map
0m;n :Rep(m; GLn(A))!Rep(m; GLn(F7))Rep(m; GLn(F7))
which is induced by the canonical maps A! A^pi! F7, i=1; 2. In conclusion, if n is
injective then 0m;n is injective by Proposition 3.4. But we have
Lemma 3.6 (Section 4.2). If 0m;n is injective and 3
m−1  n, then Z[ 13 ; 3
mp
1] is a prin-
cipal ideal domain.
Proof. Because Z[ 13 ;
81
p
1] is not a principal ideal domain [25, p. 353], we conclude
that n is not injective for n  27.
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4. Proofs
4.1. Proof of Lemma 3.3
The domain of the map t in (3.5) is the symmetric algebra over k generated by the
vector space HBD1(A) with HBDn(A)= (HBD1(A))⊗n (Kunneth Formula). So that,
we can describe t as an algebra homomorphism by its restriction 1 in (3.4). But, by
naturality, 1 is computable as the composed map below
HD1(A)
d−! (HD1(A))⊗2 f1⊗f2−! H(F7 )⊗2;
where d :D1(A)!D2(A) is the diagonal map.
Recall that fi sends  7! 32 mod 7 for i=1 and  7! 34 mod 7 for i=2. Hence, we
can identify
[H(F7 )]2 [P(a)⊗(b)] [P( a)⊗(b)]
and
HBD1(A)P(x)⊗(y)⊗( y)
in such a way that f1 f2 is given by (a; a) 7! (x; x), and (b; b) 7! (y; y + y).
Here, a, a, and x have degree 2, and b, b, y, and y have degree 1.
Choosing the dual basis
aj aj−1b aj aj−1 b xj xj−1y xj−1 y xj−1y y
uj vj uj vj j j j j

;
we can easily describe the duals f1, f2, and d as follows:
f1 f2 d
j uj uj
X
a+b=j
a ⊗ b
j vj vj
X
a+b=j
(a ⊗ b + a ⊗ b)
j 0 vj
X
a+b=j
(a ⊗ b + a ⊗ b)
j 0 0
X
a+b=j+1
(a ⊗ b − a ⊗ b) +
X
a+b=j
(a ⊗ b + a ⊗ b)
and hence we can compute 1 and t.
A slightly better description of t can be obtained by introducing the notations
j j j − j j
uj uj vj vj

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(observe that all u’s have even degrees and all v’s have odd degrees). Namely, we can
identify
H
0
@a
n0
BDn(A)
1
A
1
 P(u; u)⊗ (v; v)
and
H
0
@a
n0
BGLn(F7)
1
A
⊗2
 P(u; u)⊗ (v; v) [19, p. 570]
in such a way that t is given as an algebra homomorphism by
t=
0
@ ur vr vr urX
a+b=r
uaub
X
a+b=r
uavb
X
a+b=r
vaub
X
a+b=r+1
vb va
1
A :
The notation u, for instance, means the innite sequence u0; u1; u2; : : : .
We conclude the proof of Lemma 3.3 by showing that the elements
qn=
X
r+s=n
(ur us−1 + vsvr); n  2;
which obviously belong to ker(2), generate ker(t) as an ideal.
Indeed, we can express each u0 un−1 (n  2) in terms of qn and monomials containing
u with <n− 1. It follows that any polynomial F in u, v, v, u, multiplied by a
suitable power of u0 can be expressed as a polynomial in u, v, v, and qn, n  2.
Because t(u0)= u0u0 is not a zero divisor, it is enough to show that any polynomial
F in u, v, v belongs to ker(t) only if F =0.
Suppose that F 6=0 but F still belongs to ker(t). In this case, we can uniquely
expand the polynomial as follows
F =
X
u00 : : : unn vI vJ ;
where I and J are nite sets of natural numbers and vI , for instance, means vi1    vir
if I = fi1; : : : ; irg and i1<   <ir , or vI =1 if I is empty.
Let us introduce the following lexicographical order: u00 : : : unn vI0 vJ0 is the leading
term of the polynomial F if for any other term u00 : : : unn vI vJ there exists j0 in J0nJ
greater than all j in JnJ0, or J = J0 and there exists i0 in I0nI greater than all i in
InI0, or J = J0 and I = I0 and there exists 0  0 such that 0>0 and =  for
all >0. If ~F is the image of F after applying t and substituting ur =1 for all r  0,
then the leading term of ~F with respect to the same lexicographical order is
u ~00 u11 : : : unn vI0 vJ0 ;
where the disjoint union I0 q J0 has ~0 − 0 elements. Therefore, ~F cannot be zero, a
contradiction.
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4.2. Proof of Lemma 3.6
Any ideal a of O=Z[ 13 ;
3m
p
1], being a free A-module of rank 3m−1, can be naturally
regarded as an element of Rep(3m ; GL3m−1A), and similarly, F7 ⊗A a as an element of
Rep(3m ; GL3m−1F7). Therefore, if 0m;n is injective for n  3m−1 then, whenever F7⊗A a
and F7 ⊗A b are isomorphic over F7( 3m
p
1) for two specied homomorphisms A! F7,
then a and b are isomorphic as O-modules. The proof can be concluded by the density
argument that any ideal a is isomorphic over O to an ideal a0 in O of index prime to
7 (Tchebotarev Theorem).
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
5.1. Reduction to SL2(A)
In Remark 3.1, using an etale approximation ( 2; Y2(A)) to BSL2(A), we have de-
tected a subalgebra HY2(A)  P(c4)⊗(e3)⊗(e03) imbedded in HBSL2(A) via  2 .
The injectivity of  2 follows from the injectivity of 

2 [8, 6.3] and the exact sequence
1! SL2(A)! GL2(A) det−! A ! 1:
If we manage to show that  2 is onto, then
HBSL2(A)  P(c4)⊗ (e3)⊗ (e03) (5.1)
and combining this result with the exact sequence above and the Kunneth Formula, we
get
HBGL2(A)  HBSL2(A)⊗ H(A)  P(c2; c4)⊗ (e1; e3)⊗ (e01; e03):
5.2. A Mayer{Vietoris sequence
By a method explained in [22, p. 110] we can decompose SL2(A) as an amalgam
SL2Z[]   SL2Z[], where   is the congruence subgroup of all
(a b
c d

in SL2Z[] with
c  0mod . Here =1−  is a prime above 3 in Z[]. With this amalgam we have
an associated Mayer{Vietoris exact sequence
: : : !Hn !HnSL2Z[] HnSL2Z[]!HnSL2Z[ 13 ; ]!Hn−1  : : : (5.2)
which will be used to prove (5.1).
5.3. Surjectivity of  2 in high dimensions
At this point, it is convenient to apply a theorem of Brown [5] to compute the
high-dimensional cohomology of = , SL2Z[], or SL2(A).
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For this, consider A() the category having all nontrivial elementary abelian
3-subgroups E of  as \objects" and all group homomorphisms induced by a con-
jugation by an element in  as \morphisms". Assume that  has a nite virtual co-
homological dimension (v:c:d:) and that the maximum rank of E over Z=3 in A()
is 1. Then the 3-primary component H^

(3) of the Farell cohomology H^

 of  with
any coecient is determined by the category A() as follows [5]:
H^

(3) 
Y
(E)
H^

(N(E))(3); (5.3)
where we choose one representative E in each isomorphism class of A() and denote
by N(E) the normalizer of E in .
It is easy to compute v:c:d:, [3], and it is elementary to list a set of representatives
E, their centralizers C(E) in , and their automorphism groups Aut(E) in A(). In
our case, we have
 v:c:d: E C(E) Aut(E)
 0
0 2

Z=6 0
  2

 0
 2

Z=6 0

 1
0 2

Z=6 0
SL2Z[] 2

 0
0 2

Z=6 Z=2

0 1
−1 −1

Z=6 0
SL2(A) 3

 0
0 2

Z=6 Z Z=2
where E is always Z=3 and we have pointed out only its generator.
Recall that there is a natural map Hi()! H^ i() which becomes an isomorphism
for i>v:c:d:, [5]. Also, H(; k)=H(; k)(3) and from the exact sequence
1!C(E)!N(E)!Aut(E)! 1;
we have H(N(E); k)  H(C(E); k)Aut(E) because Aut(E) in our cases is always 0
or Z=2 [20, p. 126].
In conclusion, from (5.3) with k-coecients, we get
H>2  [H>2(Z=3)]3  [P(a2)⊗ (b1)]3 [degree>2]; (5.4)
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H>2SL2Z[] [H>2(Z=3)]Z=2  H>2(Z=3)
 [P(a22)⊗ (a1b1)] [P(a02)⊗ (b01)] [degree>2]; (5.5)
H>3SL2(A) [H>3(Z=3 Z)]Z=2
 P(a22)⊗ (a2b1)⊗ (a2b01) [degree>3]: (5.6)
If we compare (5.6) with (5.1) we get the surjectivity of  2 for >3.
Here, we state two lemmas which are needed in Section 5.4:
Lemma 5.1. H1( ;Z)  Z=3 Z=3 (0 or Z=2):
Lemma 5.2. H2( ; k)  k  k  k.
For the convenience of the reader, their proofs are delayed to Sections 6.3 and 6.4,
respectively.
5.4. Surjectivity of  2 in low dimensions
To nish the proof of the surjectivity of  2 in all dimensions, it is enough to
show that H1SL2(A)H2SL2(A)= 0 and H3SL2(A)  k2. For this, let us return to the
Mayer{Vietoris sequence (5.2).
Case =1. The amalgam SL2Z[]   SL2Z[] is made of the inclusion i of   in
SL2Z[] and the map j given by
a b
c d

!

a b
c d

[22, p. 110]. Meanwhile, H1(SL2Z[];Z)  Z=3 being generated by
(1 1
0 1

[24, p. 42].
It is easy to check that
j

1 1
0 1

=

1 1
0 1

2 0
0 

1 1
0 1
−1 2 0
0 
−1
and
j

1 0
− 1

=
"
1 1
0 1
t#−1
and hence i1 j1 :H1( ;Z)!H1(SL2Z[];Z)2 is onto. From the sequence (5.2) with
Z-coecients it follows that H1(SL2(A);Z)= 0 and so H1(SL2(A); k)= 0.
Case =2: Because H2(SL2Z[];Z)  Z=4 is known [1, p. 376], from the sequence
(5.2) with Z-coecients and Lemma 5.1 it follows that
Z=4 Z=4!H2(SL2(A);Z)! (0 or Z=2)
is exact. Hence, by the universal coecient theorem, we get H2(SL2(A); k)= 0.
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Case =3: From [1, p. 376] immediately follows that H2SL2Z[]  k and, in
agreement with (5.5), H3SL2Z[]  H4SL2Z[]  k2. Also, H2   k3 by Lemma 5.2,
H2SL2(A)= 0 by the previous case, H3   H4   k3 by (5.4), H4SL2(A)  k, and
H5SL2(A)= 0, both by (5.6), so that the sequence (5.2) with k-coecients becomes
0! k3! k4! k! k3! k4!H3SL2(A)! k3! k2! 0:
The exactness of this sequence implies at once that H3SL2(A)  k2.
6. Low-dimensional cohomology of  
In order to prove Lemma 5.2, we dene and study an action of   on a contractible
CW-complex X constructed by Alperin [1], and use a theorem of Henn [12] to compute
the second mod 3 cohomology of  . Also, in Section 6.4 we give a proof of Lemma 5.1
based on a presentation of SL2Z[] in terms of generators and relations as in [24]. In
what follows, R stands for Z[].
6.1. Alperin's complex X
This complex is the geometric realization X of a poset consisting of all sets
fL0; L1; : : : ; Lng of independent lines in R2, with n 1, ordered by inclusion. By \in-
dependent lines" we understand subspaces
Li=(ai; bi)R of R2 with det

ai bi
aj bj

invertible in R for any i<j. In particular, SL2(R) acts cell-wise on X by left multipli-
cation of the generators
(ai
bi

. It is shown in [1] that X is a contractible two-dimensional
CW-complex and the orbit space SL2(R)nX is the geometric realization of the poset
consisting of
M =

0
1

;

1
0

; N =

0
1

;

1
0

;

1
1

;
P1 =

0
1

;

1
0

;

1
1

;

1
−

;
P2 =

0
1

;

1
0

;

1
1

;

1
−2

;
where each line is indicated by one of its generators. Using this complex, we can prove
Lemma 5.2. Indeed,   acts on X via the inclusion   SL2(R). However, X being
contractible, we have H( )H  (X ) [5], where H  means the  -equivariant mod 3
cohomology. This is the motivation to study the action of   on X , leading to our
result.
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6.2. The orbit space  nX
We construct this orbit space starting with SL2(R)nX . First, observe that
=

1 0
0 1

; =

0 1
−1 0

; =

0 1
−1 1

and =

2 0
2 

form an independent system of representatives for the right cosets of   in SL2(R).
The system is also complete because the image of   via the natural surjective map
SL2(R)! SL2(F3) has index four. By elementary calculations we obtain
 -orbits for vertices:
[M ] = [M ]; [M ] = [M ]; [N ] = [N ] =

1 1
0 1

[N ]; [N ];
[P1]= [P1]= [P1]=

2 −1
0 

[P1];
[P2]= [P2]=

 −1
0 2

[P2]=

2 0
2 −  

[P2]:
 -orbits for 1-simplices:
[M N ]; [M  N ]; [M N ]; [M  N ];
[M P1]=

 0
0 2

[M  P1]; [M P1]= [M  P1];
[M P2]=

2 0
0 

[M  P2]; [M P2]=

2 0
2 −  

[M  P2];
[N P1]=

1 −1
0 1

[N  P1]= [N  P1]; [N P1];
[N P2]=

1 1
0 1

[N  P2]= [N  P2]; [N  P2]:
 -orbits for 2-simplices:
[M N P1]; [M  N  P1]; [M N P1];
[M  N P1]; [M N P2]; [M  N  P2];
[M N P2]; [M  N  P2]:
All isotropy groups of cells are Z=2 except  M = M = N = P1 = P2 = N  P2
= N  P1 =Z=6.
The conclusion is that the orbit space  nX has the homotopy type of the sphere S 2.
Moreover, if Xsing is the subspace of X which consists of all the points xed by an
element of order 3 in  , then  nXsing has the homotopy type of a discrete space with
three points. In this way, from the exact sequence
H 1( nXsing)!H 2( n(X; Xsing))!H 2( nX )!H 2( nXsing);
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we deduce that
H 2( n(X; Xsing)) k: (6.1)
6.3. Proof of Lemma 5.2
From Section 6.1 we have that   acts cell-wise on a contractible CW-complex
X with nite stabilizers of cells. Let 3 be the maximum rank r such that (Z=3)r
can be imbedded in  , and let limi be the ith derived functor of the inverse limit
functor. Then, the  -equivariant mod 3 cohomology of Xsing can be computed using
the following spectral sequence [12, p. 274]:
Ei; j2 = lim
i
A( )H
j(BC (E))) Hi+j  (Xsing)
with Ei; j2 = 0 if i 3 and j is arbitrary.
Because the category A( ) is already well known from Section 5.3, we conclude
that 3 = 1 and
H  (Xsing) [P(a2)⊗ (b1)]3: (6.2)
Now, we can compute H 2( )H 2 (X ) using the exact sequence
H 1 (X )!H 1 (Xsing)!H 2 (X; Xsing)
! H 2 (X )!H 2 (Xsing)!H 3 (X; Xsing); (6.3)
where H 1 (X )H 1( ) k 2 by Lemma 5.1, H 1 (Xsing)H 2 (Xsing) k3 by (6.2),
H 2 (X; Xsing)H 2( n(X; Xsing)) k by (6.1), and H 3 (X; Xsing)H 3( n(X; Xsing))= 0
because dimX =2. In other words, (6.3) becomes
k 2! k3! k!H 2 (X )! k3! 0
and hence H 2 (X ) k3:
6.4. Proof of Lemma 5.1
We give a group-theoretic proof based on a presentation of SL2Z[] in terms of
generators and relations as follows [24, p. 41]:*
T =

1 1
0 1

; U =

1 
0 1

; J =
−1 0
0 −1

; L=

2 0
0 

;
C =

0 −1
1 0

; TU =UT; J 2 = 1; J central; L3 = 1; L−1TL= T−1U−1;
L−1UL= T; C 2 = J; (CL)2 = J; (TC)3 = J; (UCL)3 = J
+
:
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Let  0 be the subgroup of   generated by T , U , J , L, CT 3C, and CU−1TC. Then, using
the relations CL= L2C, UL= LT , TL= LT−1U−1, U−1L= LT−1, and T−1L= LUT ,
we can \move" all L’s from the right to the left, such that any element of   can be
written in the form
0CUTC : : : CUm
0
Tn
0
CUmTnC00;
where 0 and 00 are in  0. Suppose that there exists an element in   which is not in  0.
Then we can nd one such element which when written in the above form has the mini-
mum number of C’s. But (CU−1TC)m=CU−mTmCJm−1 and (CT 3C)n=CT 3nCJ n. So
that, by a suitable change of 00 in  0, we can replace CU
mTnC by CTm+nC and this one
by CTC, where =0, 1, or −1. Also, C 2 = J , CTC = T−1CT−1, and CT−1C = TCTJ .
Therefore, in any case, the minimality condition on C’s fails. This absurdity shows
that in fact  0 = . In other words,   can be generated by T , U , J , L, JCT 3C, and
JCU−1TC. In  ab we have
1 0
2 1

=

1 0
 1

2 0
0 

1 0
− 1

 0
0 2

 0;

1 
0 1

=

1 
0 1

 0
0 2

1 −
0 1

2 0
0 

 0;
JCT 3C =

1 0
−3 1

 0; (JCU−1TC)3 =

1 0
−3 1

 0;
U T; T 3 =

1 3
0 1

 0; J 2 0
and
L=

1 0
2 1

1 1
0 1

1 
0 1

1 0
− 1

1 1
0 1

1 0
 1

T 3 0:
Hence,  ab is generated by at most two elements of order 3 and at most one of order 2.
According to Section 5.4, Case =1,  ab maps onto Z=3Z=3. In conclusion,
H1( ;Z)Z=3Z=3 (0 or Z=2):
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